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Three-dimensional (3D) printing is an additive manufacturing process. Accordingly, four-dimensional
(4D) printing is a manufacturing process that involves multiple research fields. 4D printing conserves
the general attributes of 3D printing (such as material waste reduction, and elimination of molds, dies,
and machining) and further enables the fourth dimension of products to provide intelligent behavior over
time. This intelligent behavior is encoded (usually by an inverse mathematical problem) into stimuli-
responsive multi-materials during printing, and is enabled by stimuli after printing. The main difference
between 3D- and 4D-printed structures is the presence of one additional dimension, which provides for
smart evolution over time. However, currently there is no general formula for modeling and predicting
this additional dimension. Herein, by starting from fundamentals, we derive and validate a general
bi-exponential formula with a particular format that can model the time-dependent behavior of nearly
all 4D (hydro-, photochemical-, photothermal-, solvent-, pH-, moisture-, electrochemical-,
electrothermal-, ultrasound-, etc. responsive) structures. We show that two types of time constants are
needed to capture the correct time-dependent behavior of 4D multi-materials. We introduce the concept
of mismatch-driven stress at the interface of active and passive materials in 4D multi-material structures,
leading to one of the two time constants. We develop and extract the other time constant from our uni-
fied model of time-dependent behavior of nearly all stimuli-responsive materials. Our results starting
from the most fundamental concepts and ending with governing equations can serve as general design
principles for future research in the field of 4D printing, where time-dependent behaviors should be
properly understood, modeled, and predicted.

� 2020 THE AUTHORS. Published by Elsevier LTD on behalf of Chinese Academy of Engineering and
Higher Education Press Limited Company. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction (3D) space (encoded by printing). Therefore, the fourth dimension
Four-dimensional (4D) printing [1–7] is a manufacturing pro-
cess that utilizes stimuli-responsive (smart) materials [8–10],
mathematics, and additive manufacturing (AM). These three ele-
ments yield an encoded static smart structure that becomes a
dynamic smart structure under the right stimulus through an
interaction mechanism. 4D printing technology combines
materials science and mathematics [11]. In 4D printing, in addition
to smart materials and AM, mathematical models are further
needed for accurately predicting shape-morphing behaviors over
time [6,12]. In simpler cases, these models may not be necessary.

The structures obtained by 4D printing technology are 4D
space–time dependent [6,13–15]. The time-dependent behavior
of 4D-printed structures relies on the special spatial arrangement
between active and passive materials in the three-dimensional
in 4D printing indicates predictable and desired evolution over
time that depends on 3D space, and this 3D space is the specific
arrangement of (physical) voxels determined by mathematics
and realized by printing. Prior to 4D printing, researchers did not
typically try to generate a specific printing path (mainly by an
inverse mathematical problem) to obtain a predictable and desired
evolution over time. 4D-printed products and structures have
unique advantages, some of which are discussed here:
1.1. Why 4D printing?

Using 4D printing, programming is performed at the material
level [1,3]. Sensing and actuation are directly embedded into mate-
rials [3]. Random (free) energy is used to construct non-random
structures [1]. Self-assembly is performed at the macro scale to
eliminate post-fabrication assembly [3]. Buildings can be self-
assembled on Mars [16]. The number of parts in a product is
reduced [3]. Volume in shipping is reduced using 4D structures
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that are activated on-site [2]. The number of failure-prone compo-
nents used in conventional robots and electromechanical systems
is minimized [3]. 4D printing can be used for embedding bio-
inspired morphing features into materials [15]. More advantages
can be mentioned for 4D printing in various fields.

1.2. Why 4D by printing?

First, the same reasons that motivate us to use AM instead of
other manufacturing processes for conventional materials motivate
us to use AM for smart materials. Some of these reasons are as fol-
lows: Molds and dies are eliminated, material waste is reduced, and
complex geometries are obtained. Second, using printing, we can
elaborate on (i.e., manipulate) the ‘‘internal structures” of multi-
materials. In other words, 4D ‘‘printing” enables local anisotropy
to be encoded [5]. This is uniquely important in 4D printing for
obtaining various shape-morphing behaviors. Encoding the struc-
tures of materials is not achievable (or hardly achieved) by other
manufacturing processes. As one example, bioengineers are pri-
marily motivated to produce tissues and organs through bio-
printing because a proper function of an organ depends on its inter-
nal structure, in which various cells are contained in a complex
architecture and multi-scale vasculature [17]. Systematic yet local
elaboration on the internal structure is not easily achieved by other
fabrication processes. For instance, bioengineers do not use bio-
injection molding or other methods to mimic biological structures
that have highly complicated internal architectures.

Following this Technology, Entertainment, Design (TED) talk in
2013 that introduced 4D printing [1], Tibbits [2] published a paper
on 4D printing entitled ‘‘4D printing: multi-material shape
change.” Truby and Lewis [18], in their references section, indi-
cated that the aforementioned paper by Tibbits [2] ‘‘describes the
first embodiment of 4D printing.” Note the word ‘‘multi-
material” in the title of the work done by Tibbits [2]. This word
has been used to introduce 4D printing. Although some studies
have demonstrated single-material 4D-printed structures, the
future of 4D printing resides in multi-material structures [2,19–
29]. Most current researchers consider 4D printing in a multi-
material fashion using smart (active) materials that are selectively
arranged with conventional (passive) materials to obtain desirable
shape-shifting behavior [22]. Utilizing a single (active) material for
the entire 4D structure has been less considered [22]. The physics
of 4D-printed structures usually requires the use of multi-
materials [20]. A well-balanced 4D-printed component is intrinsi-
cally a multi-material structure [23]. In the most fundamental case,
a multi-material 4D-printed structure has one active and one pas-
sive layer [21]. Performance improvement by allocating proper
materials to related locations based on local necessities [30],
multi-functionality by embeddable functions such as electronics
[31], combining rigid and flexible sections in an integrated struc-
ture [32], and providing lightweight structures [33] are only some
of the advantages of multi-material structures. Moreover, to enable
the shape memory effect (SME) (which is not an intrinsic
property of shape memory polymers (SMPs) [10]), a mechanical
force is required in addition to heat (thermomechanical cycles).
This force is usually provided externally by human intervention
in single-material SMPs. However, 4D printing can help us arrange
active and passive materials in a multi-material structure and uti-
lize their internal mismatch-driven forces to enable the SME
autonomously without requiring an external load (i.e., human
intervention) for training [34,35]. Furthermore, combining SMPs
with a passive layer (multi-material structure) can be one of the
simplest means of producing reversible (two-way) SMPs [36–41].
For these reasons, multi-material structures have received growing
attention in 4D printing. This means that when researchers per-
form general research on 4D printing, they typically elaborate on
the active–passive combination (multi-materials) [21–24,42–46].
In 4D printing, it is best to arrange active and passive materials
to obtain self-sensing and self-actuating operations, as no conven-
tional sensors or actuators are used to enable predictable and com-
plex shape-shifting behaviors. Self-sensing can be achieved by
using active (smart) materials, and self-actuating can be achieved
by arranging active and passive materials to generate some
mismatch-driven forces and guide these self-actuation forces in
the desired direction (as derived from mathematics). Nevertheless,
the results of this study can be useful for both single-material
(active) and multi-material (active–passive) structures, as dis-
cussed in a remark later in this article.

Various aspects of 4D printing have been explored in the
literature. Several studies have considered beam and plate
theories (e.g., see the supplementary information provided in Ref.
[5]). However, no study has considered a general modeling of
‘‘time-dependent” behaviors (the fourth dimension) of 4D struc-
tures. Time-dependent behaviors are critical aspects of 4D
(stimuli-responsive) materials, whether such materials are fabri-
cated by printing (and thus called 4D-printed structures) or pro-
duced by other manufacturing processes. More importantly,
numerous studies on 4D materials have used the Timoshenko
bimetal model [47], which is linear with time, to analyze the
time-dependent behaviors of their experiments. In this study, we
observe that the Timoshenko bimetal model cannot capture the
true time-dependent behaviors of 4D materials (except in some
special cases or selected linear regions), although it does provide
useful insights into time-independent behaviors, as many studies
have correctly used the Timoshenko bimetal model for analyzing
time-independent behaviors such as the effect of thickness on
bending. In fact, the purpose of the Timoshenko bimetal model is
not to model the time-dependent behaviors (the fourth dimension)
of 4Dmaterials. Therefore, an urgent need exists for qualitative and
quantitative analyses of the fourth dimension of 4D materials.
Some of the different formulas used or developed for modeling
the shape-morphing behaviors of 4D-printed structures are orga-
nized and analyzed in Table 1 [5,20,21,37,48–60].

Now, we provide a discussion about Table 1:
(1) The formulas used or developed in 4D printing for the

modeling of the shape-morphing behaviors can be divided into five
categories: ① pure geometry, ② customized and case-specific
models, ③ Euler–Bernoulli model, ④ Timoshenko bimetal model,
and ⑤ extension of each of these models to plates (e.g., spherical
and saddle-like structures), for which two curvatures are used
(usually the mean and Gaussian curvatures, which are functions
of the two principal curvatures). This is not a strict classification,
but is instead for general understanding.

(2) Some studies have modeled the shape-morphing behaviors
of 4D materials based purely on geometry. These models are basic
and usually must directly measure one of the key parameters
related to the shape, such as the curvature radius or bending angle.
Therefore, these models cannot be used as standalone models for
predicting shape-morphing behaviors.

(3) Some studies have developed customized models for their
specific cases (e.g., [21,51]). These models are not typically used
for general purposes and may not consider all of the important
parameters.

(4) Several studies have directly used the Euler–Bernoulli model
or customized it for their specific cases.

(5) Most studies have directly used the Timoshenko model
(more specifically, the Timoshenko bimetal model [47]) or cus-
tomized it for their specific cases. In addition, some studies have
used Timoshenko (and Euler–Bernoulli) model without mention-
ing the name or work of Timoshenko (and Euler–Bernoulli).

(6) Finally, each of these categories can be extended to plates.
One example that extended the Timoshenko bimetal model to 2D



Table 1
Different formulas used or developed in 4D printing for modeling shape-morphing behaviors.

Formula Note References

C ¼ 1
r

It is simple geometry [48]

C: bending/unbending curvatures It does not model time-
dependent behavior (e.g., it
has no time constant)

r: radius of the imaginary circle drawn around the actuated object (bend radius)

It is not a general model for
various stimuli and materials

r ¼ ½ 1=eRð Þ � 1�t
2

; eR ¼ LR � L0
L0

; LR ¼ R � h

It is based on geometry
It does not model the time-
dependent behavior (e.g., it
has no time constant)
It is not a general model for
various stimuli and materials

[49]r: bend radius (inner radius in Ref. [49])
eR: strain at the (outer) surface
t: thickness
h: bending angle
L0: original length
LR: bending length at the outer surface
R: outer radius

e ¼ l0 � lc
lc

¼ R þ ybð Þh � Rh
Rh

¼ yb
R

¼ Kyb It is based on geometry
It is similar to the previous
model. However, these two
models use different curvature
radii
It does not model the time-
dependent behavior (e.g., it
has no time constant)
It is not a general model for
various stimuli and materials

[50,51]

e: bending strain
l0: swelled length
lc: free length
R: curvature radius
h: bending angle
K: bending curvature
yb: distance between the swelled layer and reference plane (i.e., half of the thickness)

a � Nd
r

; l � a r þ 1
2
D

� �
� a

Nd
a

þ 1
2
D

� �
¼ Nd þ 1

2
aD

It is based on geometry
It is a customized model for a
joint having N disks
It does not model the time-
dependent behavior (e.g., it
has no time constant)
It is not a general model for
various stimuli and materials

[20]

a: folding angle
r: folding radius
N: number of disks
d: disk thickness
D: disk diameter
l: total length (of the center joint)

a ¼ K

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
L2h

d3

s
; K ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
24 � 1 � m2

� �
lqq

ET

s
It is obtained by assuming that
the energy generated in the
contraction of the active layer
will lead to the deformation of
the passive layer
It does not model the time-
dependent behavior (e.g., it
has no time constant)
It is not a general model for
various stimuli and materials

[21,51]

a: bending angle
K: coefficient related to the temperature and material properties
h: thickness of the active layer
d: thickness of the passive layer
L: length of the bilayer
q: density of the active material
q: unit releasing energy of the active layer
l: mass shrinking ratio of the active layer
m: Poisson ratio of the passive layer
ET : flexural modulus of the passive layer cured under temperature T

eðzÞ ¼ e0 þ jz; M ¼ R
A rzdA ¼ R

A zE e0 þ jz
� �

dA ¼ Ee0
R
A zdA þ jE

R
A z

2dA ) M ¼ jEI ¼ EI
r

¼ hEI
L

() h ¼ ML
EI

It is the classical Euler–
Bernoulli beam theory
It does not model the time-
dependent behavior (e.g., it
has no time constant)
It is not a general model for
various stimuli and materials

[52–55]

e: strain
e0: strain at the mid-axis
r: stress
z: third axis in the Cartesian coordinate system (distance from the neutral axis)
A: cross-sectional area of the beam
j: curvature
h: bending angle
r: curvature radius
E: Young’s modulus
I: second moment of area
M: moment
L: length

1
q

¼ 6 e2 � e1ð Þ 1 þ m2
� �

h 3 � 1 þ m2ð Þ þ 1 þ mnð Þ m2 þ 1
mn

� �� � It is the classical Timoshenko
bimetal model (and can be
written in other formats)
It does not model the time-
dependent behavior (in fact, it
is linear with time)
It is not a general model for
various stimuli and materials

[56–60]

q: radius of the curvature
e1; e2: thermal expansion coefficients of the two layers
m: ratio of the thicknesses of the two layers
n: ratio of Young’s moduli of the two layers
h: thickness of the bilayer

h x; t
0� � ¼

6er 1 � e�
t
0
sf

� �
E

0
pmhpmbpm hpm þ 1

� �
x

E
0
pmhpm þ 1

	 

E

0
pmbpmh3

pm þ 1
	 


hm

It is an extension of the
classical Timoshenko bimetal
model to an exponential model
It is not a general model for
various stimuli and materials

[37]

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)

Formula Note References

h: bending angle
hpm ¼ hp=hm: thicknesses ratio of the two layers
bpm ¼ bp=bm: widths ratio of the two layers

E
0
pm ¼ Epe=Em: Young’s (elastic) moduli ratio of the two layers (Epe is the elastic modulus of the active layer above its

glass transition temperature)
x : any value between zero and l ði:e:; x 2 0; l½ �Þ
l: length of the composite strip
t
0
: time starting from the point of the glass transition temperature (i.e., t

0 ¼ t � t0)
t: total time
t0: time at the glass transition temperature
sf : relaxation time
er: stored internal strain
p: printed polymer (active layer)
m: membrane of paper (passive layer)

H ¼ c1
ak � a?

h
sin2 hð Þ

c2 � c3 cos 2hð Þ þ m4 cos 4hð Þ ; K ¼ �c4
ak � a?
� �2

h2

sin2ðhÞ
c5 � c6 cos 2hð Þ þ m4 cos 4hð Þ

It is an extension of the
classical Timoshenko bimetal
model to 2D when an angle h
exists between the two layers
Mean and Gaussian curvatures
are present in 2D (plane)
In the limit that h approaches
0�, the classical Timoshenko
bimetal model [47] is
recovered
It does not model the time-
dependent behavior (in fact, it
is linear with time)
It is not a general model for
various stimuli and materials

[5]

H: mean curvature; H ¼ 1
2
trace jð Þ

j: curvature tensor in Ref. [5]
K: Gaussian curvature; K ¼ det jð Þ
ak; a?: longitudinal and transverse swelling (expansion) strains
h: angle between the two layers in the bilayer
h: sum of the layer thicknesses
m: ratio of the layer thicknesses
ci: functions of m and the elastic moduli

The symbol definitions and notations in the table are relatively independent.
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has been previously mentioned [5] (and more references could be
cited for each of the aforementioned categories, particularly for the
Timoshenko and Euler–Bernoulli models).

(7) The models that are based on pure geometry are a subset of
all other categories. For example, Refs. [21,51] also used geometri-
cal relationships in their derivations, in which they assumed that
the energy generated in the contraction of the active layer would
lead to the deformation of the passive layer. Those geometrical
relationships are also intrinsically considered in the Euler–
Bernoulli and Timoshenko models.

(8) Timoshenko’s theory is an improved and advanced version
of the Euler–Bernoulli theory. The Timoshenko bimetal model is
an even more advanced and relevant version.

(9) Even though most of the studies in 4D materials used the
Timoshenko bimetal model, those based on pure geometry or
the Euler–Bernoulli model can be regarded as a subset of
the Timoshenko bimetal model. In addition, the customized
(case-specific) models are not general and may also ignore some
important parameters.

(10) Three main points can be summarized as follows: ① No
general formula exists for properly modeling the time-dependent
behaviors and that is suitable for various stimuli and materials;
② the Timoshenko bimetal model [47] seems to be the most
trusted formula in 4D materials (mainly for modeling time-
independent behaviors); and ③ in our study, we consider the
Timoshenko bimetal bimetal model [47] mainly for the initial step
(i.e., the equilibrium (balances of forces and moments) and com-
patibility conditions). The Timoshenko bimetal model cannot cap-
ture the time-dependent behavior of various 4D materials. We
introduce and embed ‘‘time” into the Timoshenko bimetal model
systematically and in detail.

The main aspect of 4D-printed structures is the fourth dimen-
sion. However, no general formula currently exists for modeling
and predicting this additional dimension. Here, by developing
fundamental concepts and starting from the equilibrium and
compatibility conditions, we derive a necessary bi-exponential
formula for modeling and predicting the fourth dimension of any
multi-material 4D-printed structure. We further validate our
bi-exponential formula using various experimental data from pre-
vious independent studies and show that it is a general formula
useful for various 4D (e.g., photochemical-, photothermal-,
solvent-, moisture-, heat-, and ultrasound-responsive) multi-
material structures. This generality is observed (when analyzing
various experimental data) because we build the bases of our bi-
exponential formula comprehensively.

2. Definitions, derivations, and discussions

The time-dependent behavior (i.e., fourth dimension) of any
4D-printed structure must be predicted. A detailed but systematic
study on 4D printing and related areas enables us to identify three
general laws that govern the shape-morphing behaviors of nearly
all 4D structures, even though many materials and stimuli exist
(Fig. 1). The purposes of these laws are first, to understand, and
second, to model and predict the fourth dimension.

2.1. First law of 4D printing

Nearly all shape-morphing behaviors (e.g., photochemical-,
photothermal-, solvent-, pH-, moisture-, electrochemical-,
electrothermal-, ultrasound-, enzyme-, hydro-, and thermo-
responsivity) of multi-material 4D-printed structures originate
from one fundamental phenomenon, which is ‘‘relative expansion”
between active and passive materials.

This ‘‘relative expansion” is the origin of nearly all complicated
4D printing shape-morphing behaviors such as twisting, coiling,
and curling, which are enabled by encoding various types of
anisotropy between active and passive materials and fabricating
different heterogeneous structures.

2.2. Second law of 4D printing

The shape-morphing behaviors of nearly all multi-material
4D-printed structures have four types of physics: mass diffusion,



Fig. 1. Toward 4D printing laws. RH: relative humidity.
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thermal expansion, molecular transformation, and organic growth,
which are discussed, quantified, and unified in the subsections that
follow.

All of them lead to the relative expansion between active and
passive materials and consequent shape-morphing behaviors
under stimuli. The stimulus is usually provided externally, but it
can be internal.

2.2.1. Quantifying the second law
Here, we describe and quantify the four underlying physical

concepts that lead to relative expansions between active and pas-
sive materials in multi-material 4D structures, resulting in various
shape-morphing behaviors, with or without an SME.

2.2.1.1. Mass diffusion. In this category, a matter transport leads to
relative expansion. Mass change due to absorption or adsorption of
a guest matter (here, this is mainly a stimulus such as water or an
ion) in a host matter can be modeled as follows [61–63]:

Dm
m

tð Þ ¼ q 1 � exp � t
sD

� �� �
ð1Þ

where t is time andm is mass. In addition, q and sD depend on swel-
ling behaviors (host matter relaxation and guest matter diffusion)
and are curve-fitting constant and time constant, respectively.
Instead of curve fitting, models can be developed for q and sD.
The exponential model given in Eq. (1) captures the correct behav-
ior of mass diffusion for short- and long-time processes. One other
model also exists called a power function, which is not accurate for
long-time processes of mass diffusion [61]. However, we know that
the main part of 4D printing is the intelligent behavior over time,
which can be short or long.

The exponential model given in Eq. (1) has been mainly used for
Dm=m and DV=V (volumetric strain). However, we have

DV
V

¼ V2 � V1

V

¼ Lx þ DLxð Þ Ly þ DLy
� �

Lz þ DLzð Þ � LxLyLz
LxLyLz

� ex þ ey þ ez

ð2Þ

where V is volume, L is length, e is strain, and x, y, and z are the
Cartesian coordinates. In addition, the second- and third-order dif-
ferential quantities are neglected. For an isotropic material,

ex ¼ ey ¼ ez ¼ e ) e ¼ 1
3
DV
V

ð3Þ
In addition, mass and volume have a linear relationship.

Therefore,

emass diffusion tð Þ ¼ C1 1 � exp � t
s1

� �� �
ð4Þ

where C1 and s1 are constants that depend on the previous
parameters.
We quantify all four categories of the second law in terms of
strain. One reason for this can be given by the following example:
If we want to quantify the categories in terms of mass, then we do
not have any mass change in the next category (thermal expan-
sion). Similarly, we do not have temperature change in this cate-
gory, whereas we do have it in the next category.

In this category, several stimuli and mechanisms can be used,
including hydro-, solvent-, moisture-, pH-, enzyme-,
photochemical-, and electrochemical-responsive mechanisms. All
of these stimuli ultimately cause a matter transport, leading to rel-
ative expansion in multi-material 4D structures and resulting in
various shape-morphing behaviors. It should be noted that these
stimuli are some examples that can cause a matter transport. How-
ever, some of them are not unique to this category. The type of
material and the interaction between the material and stimulus
are important. For example, in the solid state, a photochemical-
responsive mechanism can lead to a shape-morphing behavior
without any mass change. In this example, the photochemical-
responsive mechanism causes a molecular transformation (the
third category).

2.2.1.2. Thermal expansion. In this category, a temperature change
will increase (or decrease) the average distances between atoms
and molecules (with constant mass), leading to relative expansion
in multi-materials.

Strain due to temperature change is [64]

ethermal ¼ aDT ð5Þ
where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) and T is tem-
perature. Because we must predict the behavior of 4D-printed
structures over time, we convert this temperature-based equation
to a time-based form. By applying a thermal stimulus with
temperature T2 to a structure with temperature T1 and assuming
a uniform temperature in the structure, the temperature of the
structure changes over time as follows [65]:

T1 tð Þ ¼ T2 þ T1 t ¼ 0ð Þ � T2½ � exp � t
sT

� �

þ R1�2ð _S1 � Q1Þ 1 � exp � t
sT

� �� � ð6Þ

where T1 t ¼ 0ð Þ is the initial temperature of the structure, _S1 is
energy conversion in the structure, Q1 is the heat transferred
between the structure and environment (other than the stimulus),
and R1�2 is the (effective) thermal resistance between the thermal
stimulus with temperature T2 and the structure with temperature
T1. In addition, sT is a time constant that depends on density (q),
heat capacity (cp), volume (V), and thermal (and thermal contact)
resistance (R1�2), and can be modeled in a specific application
[65]. It mainly takes the general form of sT ¼ qcpV

� �
1R1�2 [65].

Elaborating on Eq. (6), we obtain
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T1 tð Þ � T1 t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ T2 � T1 t ¼ 0ð Þ½ �

� T2 � T1 t ¼ 0ð Þ½ � exp � t
sT

� �

þ R1�2ð _S1 � Q1Þ 1 � exp � t
sT

� �� �

) T1 tð Þ � T1 t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ T2 � T1 t ¼ 0ð Þ½ � 1 � exp � t
sT

� �� �

þ R1�2ð _S1 � Q1Þ 1 � exp � t
sT

� �� � ð7Þ

) T1 tð Þ � T1 t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ T2 � T1 t ¼ 0ð Þ þ R1�2ð _S1 � Q1Þ
h i

1 � exp � t
sT

� �� �

) DT1 ¼ T2 � T1 t ¼ 0ð Þ þ R1�2ð _S1 � Q1Þ
h i

1 � exp � t
sT

� �� �

By combining Eqs. (5) and (7), we obtain

ethermal expansion tð Þ ¼ C2 1 � exp � t
s2

� �� �
ð8Þ

where C2 and s2 are constants that depend on the previous
parameters. In this category, several stimuli and mechanisms
can be used, including photothermal-, electrothermal-, and
ultrasound-responsive mechanisms. All of these stimuli ultimately
raise the temperature of the structure and consequently increase
the average distances between atoms and molecules. For exam-
ple, in electrothermal-responsive structures, the movement of a
current through a resistance provides heat (so-called Joule or
Ohmic heating). This heat increases the temperature, ultimately
leading to expansion. Similarly, contraction is obtained by cool-
ing. It should be noted that some materials will shrink (contract)
upon heating. In these cases, a would be negative in the previous
equations, and the form of the final equation (i.e., Eq. (8)) will
remain intact.

2.2.1.3. Molecular transformation. In this category, a molecular
transformation with constant mass and temperature leads to rela-
tive expansion. The molecular transformation in the structure can
be triggered by an electric field, magnetic field, light, mechanical
force, etc. For example, by applying an electric or magnetic field
to appropriate materials, dipoles in the material will be
aligned along the field, leading to a shape change; or by applying
an ultraviolet (UV) light to a photostrictive material, as a result
of trans-to-cis conversions, a shape change will occur. Similarly,
by applying a mechanical tension to a polymer, the chains will
be aligned along the force direction, resulting in a shape change.
Regardless of the type of stimuli, these phenomena have some
common features. First, these molecular transformations usually
start from a randomly or differently oriented condition. Second,
they require time to be fully realized. Third, they have a saturation
limit (e.g., when all dipoles align, all trans-to-cis conversions occur,
or all chains align). Based on the original definition of the
derivative,

de
dt

¼ lim
Dt!0

De
Dt

ð9Þ

where lim
Dt!0

De
Dt is a function of De (i.e., lim

Dt!0

De
Dt ¼ f ðDeÞÞ; and thus

de
dt

¼ f Deð Þ ð10Þ

The strain e ¼DL/L and thus De are generally small numbers
(this is a logical assumption, otherwise the stress–strain relation-
ship becomes nonlinear). We approximate the function f Deð Þ
around De ¼ 0 using the Taylor series as follows:
f Deð Þ ¼ f ð0Þ þ df ðDeÞ
dDe

����
0
De þ 1

2
d2f ðDeÞ
dDe2

�����
0

Deð Þ2 þ � � � ð11Þ

The first term of the expansion is zero because

f 0ð Þ ¼ f ðDeÞjDe¼0 ¼ lim
Dt!0

De
Dt

����
De¼0

¼ 0
0�

¼ 0, Absolute zero
Limit zero ¼ 0

� �
. In

addition, we can ignore Deð Þ2, Deð Þ3, and so on (De is generally a
small number). Moreover, this type of response (molecular
transformation) has a saturation limit, as previously mentioned.
Therefore, when De is around zero (this usually occurs, as e is
small), we can approximate it as e1 � eðtÞ, where e1 is the
saturation limit strain. By considering these three points,

f Deð Þ ¼ e1 � e tð Þ
sM

ð12Þ

where sM ¼ df ðDeÞ
dDe

���
0

	 
�1
; sM is a time constant that depends on the

rate of the molecular transformation in the material, the strength of
the stimulus, and other factors. Now, by combining Eqs. (10) and
(12), we obtain

de tð Þ
dt

¼ e1 � e tð Þ
sM

ð13Þ

Eq. (13) is derived using a relatively similar approach as in Ref.
[66]. However, in their derivation [66], the format of the function
f Deð Þ was unknown and the authors indicated that the first term
of the expansion, f 0ð Þ, was zero. According to the authors [66], this
was because when time tends to large numbers, the strain
approaches the saturation limit. Their justification is not valid
because when De tends to zero, an unknown function f Deð Þ does
not necessarily tend to zero. It can in fact tend even to a very large
number. Therefore, we devised a different approach. In addition,
Ref. [66] was only about the magnetic field. The solution of the
differential Eq. (13) would be

e tð Þ ¼ e1 1 � exp � t
sM

� �� �
ð14Þ

This behavior is observed, for example, when: ① An electric
field moves the charged regions in the related materials, leading
to a strain [67]; ② a magnetic field moves the magnetized regions
in the relevant materials, resulting in a strain [66];③ a light source
causes photochemical conversions (that are different from a
photothermal mechanism) in the appropriate materials, leading
to a strain [68,69]; or ④ an external pressure moves polymer
chains, thus producing a strain [70]. In all of these mechanisms, a
molecular transformation with constant mass and temperature
leads to a shape-morphing behavior. Therefore,

emolecular transformation tð Þ ¼ C3 1 � exp � t
s3

� �� �
ð15Þ

where C3 and s3 are constants that should be modeled in a specific
application based on the type and characteristics of the stimulus as
well as material properties. For example, in a photochemical-
responsive mechanism, in crystals, C3 and s3 depend on the irradia-
tion flux intensity, quantum yield of the transformation, and other
factors, and can be modeled in a specific case [69]. We introduced
the constant-temperature feature in this category to indicate that
the relative expansion of this category is not due to thermal expan-
sion/contraction, even though some thermal fluctuation may occur
in the structure due to bond cleavage or formation. In this category,
various stimuli andmechanisms can be used as previously discussed.

2.2.1.4. Organic growth. In this category, a living layer (organism)
exists and its growth over time can lead to relative expansion
between active and passive materials. The organic growth can be



Fig. 2. Toward the third law by analyzing the most fundamental multi-material 4D
structure. (a) Before applying a stimulus; (b) after applying a stimulus; (c) cross-
sectional view of an element of the bilayer after applying a stimulus. The passive
and active layers are denoted by numbers 1 and 2, respectively. P1: force in the
passive layer; P2: force in the active layer; M1: moment in the passive layer; M2:
moment in the active layer; Ai: cross-sectional area of the active or passive layer; zi:
distance from the neutral axis of the active or passive layer; ri: stress in the active
or passive layer.
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defined as the increase in the weight or length of an organic system
[71]. This usually occurs in areas of bioscience and bioengineering
dealing with, for example, cells, soft tissues, organs, and scaffolds,
which can be 4D printed; these are generally referred to as 4D
bioprinting.

Kinetics of the organic growth is [71]

L tð Þ ¼ L1 � L1 � L0ð Þ exp � t
sO

� �
ð16Þ

where L tð Þ is the length of the organic system, L1 is the final length,
and L0 is the initial length. In addition, sO is usually a curve-fitting
time constant that depends on the metabolism of the living
organism, environment, etc. Nevertheless, models can be developed
for it. This formula shows the growth of individual organisms in a
population, which is different from population growth. The
population growth is the growth in the number of individuals in
a population and is modeled by other formulas [72,73]. Next, based
on the definition of strain, e ¼ L tð Þ � L0

L0
, we have

e ¼ L tð Þ � L0
L0

¼
L1 � L0ð Þ � L1 � L0ð Þ exp � t

sO

� �
L0

¼ L1 � L0
L0

� �
1 � exp � t

sO

� �� � ð17Þ

Therefore,

eorganic growth tð Þ ¼ C4 1 � exp � t
s4

� �� �
ð18Þ

where C4 and s4 are constants that depend on the previous
parameters. In this category, one of the main stimuli that can trigger
a living organism is the electrical signal (electrochemical
mechanism). In addition, various stimuli such as pH, light, heat,
and enzymes can be used to tune the growth rate.

2.2.2. Unified model of the second law
By quantifying the second law, we found that

emass diffusion tð Þ ¼ C1 1 � e�
t
s1

	 

ethermal expansion=contraction tð Þ ¼ C2 1 � e�

t
s2

	 

emolecular transformation tð Þ ¼ C3 1 � e�

t
s3

	 

eorganic growthðtÞ ¼ C4 1 � e�

t
s4

	 


8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

ð19Þ

where Cj and sj ðj ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4Þ are all constants. However, they
depend on different factors as previously described.

2.3. Third law of 4D printing

Time-dependent shape-morphing behavior of nearly all multi-
material 4D-printed structures is governed by two ‘‘types” of time
constants. For the most fundamental case of a multi-material 4D-
printed structure having one active and one passive layer (Fig. 2),
the time-dependent behavior (in terms of ‘‘curvature,” which is a
building block concept for shape-morphing behavior) is

j tð Þ ¼ 1
r

tð Þ ¼
HI 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

þ HII 1 � e

�t
sII

	 

h
2 þ 2 E1I1 þ E2I2ð Þ

h
1

E1a1
þ 1

E2a2

	 

¼ K I 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

þ K II 1 � e

�t
sII

	 
 ð20Þ

where j tð Þ is the curvature induced under stimulus; r is the radius
of curvature; h, a1, and a2 are thicknesses identified in Fig. 2; E1 and
E2 are Young’s moduli; and I1 and I2 are the second moments of
area. The passive and active layers are denoted by numbers 1 and
2, respectively. HI is a constant that depends on Young’s moduli
of the active and passive layers and the amount of the mismatch-
driven stress generated at the interface. sI is a time constant that
depends on the viscosity induced at the interface and Young’s
moduli of the active and passive layers. The viscosity induced at
the interface must be measured or modeled for a specific active–
passive composite. The exact format of HI and sI can be developed
in a specific application depending on the active–passive composite
and by using parallel and series rules of springs (elasticity elements)
and dashpots (viscosity elements). HII and sII are respectively
equivalent to Cj and sj (j ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4) of the unified model distilled
in the previous section. Finally, K I ¼ HI

h
2 þ 2 E1 I1 þ E2 I2ð Þ

h
1

E1a1
þ 1

E2a2

	 
 and

K II ¼ HII

h
2 þ 2 E1 I1 þ E2 I2ð Þ

h
1

E1a1
þ 1

E2a2

	 
 that are introduced as model coeffi-

cients for simplicity.

2.3.1. Proof of the third law
To derive Eq. (20), we start from the equilibrium and compatibil-

ity conditions that are the starting point for any related problem in
mechanics ofmaterials [64].We also consider the Timoshenkobime-
tal model [47] and its basic assumptions. We consider the
Timoshenko bimetal model mainly for the initial step of the equilib-
rium (balances of forces andmoments) and compatibility conditions.

Equilibrium:
First, we must have balances of forces and moments in Fig. 2.

Therefore [47],

Balance of forces :
X

F ¼ 0 ) P1 ¼ P2 ¼ P ð21Þ

Balance of moments :
X

M ¼ 0 ) P1a1
2

þ P2a2
2

¼ M1 þ M2 ¼¼¼¼)
P1¼P2¼P
a1þa2¼h Ph

2
¼ M1 þ M2

ð22Þ
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where P1 and P2 are forces; M1 and M2 are moments (as shown in
Fig. 2).

Compatibility:
Second, at the interface of the two layers, the lengths of the two

layers are the same after the stimulus has been applied. Because
their initial lengths are also the same, their strains must be equal
and thus [47,64],

At the interface : e1 ¼ e2 ð23Þ
The strain in each of the two layers has three main contributors

as follows [47,74]:

ecurvature þ estress þ eexpansion
� �

1

¼ ecurvature þ estress þ eexpansion
� �

2 ð24Þ
Strain from curvature (ecurvature) [47]:

ecurvatureð Þ1 ¼ a1
2r

ecurvatureð Þ2 ¼ � a2
2r

8><
>: ð25Þ

Strain from stress (estress) [47]:

estressð Þ1 ¼ P1

E1a1

estressð Þ2 ¼ � P2

E2a2

8>><
>>: ð26Þ

¼¼¼¼¼¼)Eqs: 24ð Þ�ð26Þ a1

2r
þ P1

E1a1
þ eexpansion

� �
1

¼ � a2
2r

� P2

E2a2
þ eexpansion

� �
2

ð27Þ

Next, in the following, we develop estress and eexpansion for 4D
multi-materials and incorporate them in the equilibrium and com-
patibility equations.

In this study and for 4D multi-material structures, we note that
estress is the strain due to the mismatch-driven stress at the inter-
face of the active and passive materials. The mismatch-driven
stress naturally leads to opposing resistive forces in the two layers
(in general). We include this resistive effect by expanding the well-
known moment equation for each layer Mi. By considering Fig. 2,
we obtain

Mi ¼
Z

ziridAi

¼
Z

ziridAi

� �
except interface

þ
Z

ziridAi

� �
interface

ð28Þ

where Mi is moment in the active or passive layer, ri is stress in the
active or passive layer, Ai is cross-sectional area of the active or pas-
sive layer, and zi is distance from the neutral axis of the active or
passive layer as indicated in Fig. 2. Because the integral is the same
as the summation (i.e., it is a continuous summation), we could
separate the integral into two terms given as Eq. (28). The second
term on the right-hand side of Eq. (28) shows the integral over an
infinitesimal cross-sectional area dAi (Fig. 2) that is close to the
interface. Therefore, Eq. (28) can be written as:

M1 ¼ E1I1
r

þ Mm1

M2 ¼ E2I2
r

þ Mm2

8>><
>>: ð29Þ

where Mm is moment due to the mismatch-driven stress. The first
terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (29) are similar to those pro-
posed by Timoshenko [47], and the second terms (Mm1 and Mm2 )
are introduced in this study. At this stage, Mm1 and Mm2 are
moments. Let us retain them as black-box terms.
Strain from expansion (eexpansion):
When nearly all types of shape-morphing mechanisms in multi-

material 4D structures are analyzed, the relative expansions
induced under stimuli can be categorized into four main groups
elaborated in the second law. We previously (in the second law)
demonstrated that nearly all types of strains due to expansions
induced by stimuli have the same format as follows:

eexpansion tð Þ ¼ C 1 � e
�t
sII

	 

ð30Þ

We use sII as the time constant of eexpansion to distinguish it from
sI, which will be introduced for the strain resulted from the
mismatch-driven stress (estress).

By combining Eqs. (21), (22), and (27), we obtain

h
2r

þ 2 M1 þ M2ð Þ
h

1
E1a1

þ 1
E2a2

� �

¼ eexpansion
� �

2 � eexpansion
� �

1 ¼¼¼)Eq: 29ð Þ h
2r

þ 2 E1I1 þ E2I2ð Þ
hr

1
E1a1

þ 1
E2a2

� �
þ NMm1

þ NMm2 ¼ eexpansion
� �

2 � eexpansion
� �

1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
erelative expansion

ð31Þ

where N ¼ 2
h

1
E1a1

þ 1
E2a2

	 

is introduced for simplicity. We now

assume that the active (stimuli-responsive) material is responsive
under stimulus, whereas the passive material is not responsive
under stimulus, as their names imply; nevertheless, the relative
expansion is important for the shape-morphing behavior. Therefore,
by applying Eq. (30) to Eq. (31), we obtain

h
2r

þ 2 E1I1 þ E2I2ð Þ
hr

1
E1a1

þ 1
E2a2

� �
þ NMm1 þ NMm2

¼ C 1 � e
�t
sII

	 
 ð32Þ

Now, each term in Eq. (32) is strain. Therefore, NMm1 and NMm2

are strains. In addition, these two terms reflect the mismatch (vis-
cosity) effect of the interface into each layer. The viscoelastic strain
over time for a single viscoelastic material can be modeled as

C0 1 � e
�t
s0

	 

, where C0 is a constant that depends on Young’s

modulus of the viscoelastic structure and the applied stress on
the structure, and s0 is a time constant that depends on the viscos-
ity (g) and Young’s modulus of the viscoelastic structure [70,75].
Now, for the concept of viscoelastic behavior at the interface of
the active and passive materials that we introduced in this study,
we have

h
2r

þ 2 E1I1 þ E2I2ð Þ
hr

1
E1a1

þ 1
E2a2

� �
þ G1 1 � e

�t
B1

	 

þ G2 1 � e

�t
B2

	 

¼ C 1 � e

�t
sII

	 
 ð33Þ

where G1 and G2 are constants that depend on Young’s moduli of
the active and passive layers and the amount of the mismatch-
driven stress generated at the interface. This stress is affected by
the stimulus power (light intensity, pH value, etc.). B1 and B2 are
time constants that depend on the viscosity induced at the interface
(which is related to the active–passive composite) and Young’s
moduli of the active and passive layers. It should be noted that
Young’s modulus and viscosity are affected by the fabrication
process [35] and its conditions, such as printing speed and printing
resolution. In general, some of the properties of materials are
affected by the printing conditions.

In addition, because the two layers are attached at the interface
during the shape-morphing behavior, B1 and B2 (time constants of



Fig. 3. Irreversible (one-way) and reversible (two-way) shape-morphing behaviors
[40,76,77].
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strains in each layer due to the mismatch-driven stress at the inter-
face) are equal (B1 ¼ B2 ¼ sIÞ. Thus,

h
2r

þ 2 E1I1 þ E2I2ð Þ
hr

1
E1a1

þ 1
E2a2

� �
þ G1 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

þ G2 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

¼ C 1 � e

�t
sII

	 
 ð34Þ

By using new uniform notations HI and HII, we have

h
2r

þ 2 E1I1 þ E2I2ð Þ
hr

1
E1a1

þ 1
E2a2

� �
¼ HI 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

þ HII 1 � e

�t
sII

	 
 ð35Þ

Finally, by re-arranging, we obtain

1
r

¼
HI 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

þ HII 1 � e

�t
sII

	 

h
2 þ 2 E1 I1 þ E2 I2ð Þ

h
1

E1a1
þ 1

E2a2

	 
 ¼ K I 1 � e
�t
sI

	 


þ K II 1 � e
�t
sII

	 
 ð36Þ

It is the same as Eq. (20).
Fig. 4. General graph exhibiting the time-dependent behavior of nearly all multi-
material 4D-printed (e.g., photochemical-, photothermal-, solvent-, pH-, moisture-,
electrochemical-, electrothermal-, ultrasound-, enzyme-, and hydro-responsive)
structures. (a) One cycle; (b) multiple cycles. Some applications require only one
cycle; others require multiple cycles. In some applications, only one of the two
regions of the graph is present, and in other applications, both regions are present.
In some cases, the shape-morphing behavior can occur with the SME; in other cases,
it can occur without the SME. It should be noted that we may need to swap the
labels of ‘‘stimulus on” and ‘‘stimulus off” on this graph in some cases.
2.3.2. Stimulus-on versus stimulus-off
Eq. (20) is used when the stimulus is ‘‘on” and a curvature

occurs in the structure. However, when the stimulus is ‘‘off,” the
structure can return to its original shape by starting from the final
curvature of the previous part (i.e., the stimulus-on region).
Therefore, the governing equation for the second region can be
obtained as:

joff ¼ 1
r

� �
off

¼ lim
t!1

ðor large tÞ
K I 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

þ K II 1 � e

�t
sII

	 
h i( )

� K I 1 � e
�t
sI

	 

þ K II 1 � e

�t
sII

	 
h i
¼ K I þ K IIð Þ � K I 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

þ K II 1 � e

�t
sII

	 
h i
¼ K Ie

�t
sI þ K IIe

�t
sII

ð37Þ

We should clarify two points regarding Eq. (37). First, the time
(t) in the formula related to the stimulus-off region is measured
from the point where the stimulus-off region begins. Otherwise,
a transformation of time using t � t0 should be considered.
Second, if the curvature at the beginning of the stimulus-off region
(at the end of the stimulus-on region) is less than the maximum
curvature, then the coefficients of the model for the stimulus-off
region would be different from K I and K II. However, the format of

the model will remain intact (i.e., it will be K
0
Ie

�t
sI þ K

0
IIe

�t
sII ). We

should remember these two points, especially when we discuss
the general graph and shape-morphing speed.

The stimulus-on and -off equations cover both reversible and
irreversible materials. Fig. 3 [40,76,77] illustrates the concepts of
reversible and irreversible materials. Some smart materials
(whether fabricated by 4D printing or other manufacturing pro-
cesses) intrinsically show reversible shape-morphing behaviors.
These materials include some hydrogels [5,20,78], pH-responsive
materials [79], liquid crystalline elastomers [76], and others. Some
smart materials do not exhibit this intrinsic behavior. For example,
SMPs are usually (but not always) irreversible (one-way). How-
ever, as mentioned in the introduction, they can be reversible if
they are properly arranged with a passive material (as a multi-
material structure) [36–41].

It should be noted that for materials that are intrinsically rever-
sible, a self-locking mechanism can be devised by special arrange-
ments of active and passive materials so that when the stimulus is
off, the structure does not return to its original shape (if needed).
2.3.3. General graph
Based on Eqs. (20) and (37), the general graph is rendered as

Fig. 4.
2.3.4. Validation
Here, we validate our derived bi-exponential formula. For

completeness, we also consider the Timoshenko bimetal [47]
and mono-exponential models. As Fig. 5 [37,80–86] shows,
unlike the Timoshenko bimetal and mono-exponential models,
the developed bi-exponential model perfectly captures the cor-
rect time-dependent behavior of various experimental data from
previous studies, where each research group is usually expert in
one specific type of stimulus or smart material (e.g., moisture or
electrochemical-responsive materials). Therefore, in general, the



Fig. 5. Validation of the proposed model by experimental data from independent studies in Refs. [37,80–84] for both on and off regions and various stimuli such as moisture
[80], solvent [81], photochemical [82], photothermal [83], ultrasound [84], and heat [37]. We performed curve fitting using the Levenberg–Marquardt [85,86] method. We
also applied other least-squares algorithms and obtained similar results.
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time-dependent behavior of 4D multi-materials is nonlinear
(with time) and has the specific format as given in Eq. (20).
Some of the previous studies referenced in Fig. 5 [37,80–86] pre-
sented experimental data for time-dependent curvature, whereas
others provided experimental data for time-dependent angle of
rotation (deflection angle). However, the curvature and deflec-
tion angle have a linear relationship. Consequently, if one of
them exhibits bi-exponential behavior, the other will exhibit
bi-exponential behavior. All six items shown in Fig. 5 [37,80–
86] have one active and one passive material. The active compo-
nent exhibits responsivity to the desired stimulus, whether with
or without SME.

We will discuss a case study as follows. Here, we show a step-
by-step example regarding the bi-exponential formula derived in
the third law. We generate the time-dependent behavior of the
heat-responsive structure shown in Fig. 5 [37,80–86] using our
bi-exponential equation in a step-by-step procedure and compare
the generated behavior with the experimental data (actual time-
dependent behavior) proposed in that study (i.e., Ref. [37]). The
study in Ref. [37] used polylactic acid (PLA) strips of 60 mm
� 0.8 mm � 0.12 mm (length � width � thickness) in a bilayer
structure with the paper membrane (60 mm � 0.8 mm � 0.1 mm)
and a heating plate with a temperature of 90 �C. The ambient
temperature in those experiments was 20 �C. They used a digital
camera by which they measured the angle between the normals
of the composite strip ends. The physics of this bilayer structure
resides in Category 2 of the second law (thermal
expansion/contraction).

To find HII, we have HII ¼ a T2 � T1 t ¼ 0ð Þ½ þ R1�2ð _S1 � Q1Þ�,
where the CTE of the active layer (printed PLA) has an average

value of a � 4 � 10�4 K�1 [87] (a more accurate approach is to
find the effective thermal expansion coefficient in a specific case).
The CTE of the paper membrane can be assumed to be zero [37],
which is consistent with the assumption that the passive layer is
not usually responsive under stimuli. In addition,

T1 t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ 20 �C, T2 ¼ 90 �C, and the quantities _S1 and Q1

can be assumed to be zero in this case. Therefore, HII � 0:028
(unitless). To find sII, we have sII ¼ qcpV

� �
1R1�2, where

q ¼ 1270 kg�m�3 [37], cp ¼ 1590 J�kg�1�K�1 [88], and
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V ¼ 60 mm � 0:8 mm � 0:12 mm ¼ 5:76 � 10�9 m3. There-
fore, qcpV

� �
1 ¼ 0:01 J�K�1. To calculate R1�2, we model the heat

transfer of this case study as Fig. 6, from which we obtain

1
R1�2

¼ 1
Rk;PLA;vertical

þ 1
Rku þ Rk;PLA;horizontal

þ 1
Rku þ Rk;paper

ð38Þ

where Rk is the conduction thermal resistance and Rku is the
surface-convection thermal resistance. For a rectangular slab,
Rk ¼ Lk

Akk
, where Lk is the length of the slab in the direction of the

heat flow, Ak is the area of the slab perpendicular to the direction
of the heat flow, and k is the thermal conductivity of the slab
[65]. In addition, kPLA ¼ 0:13 W�m�1�K�1 [89] and kpaper ¼ 0:05

W�m�1�K�1 [90]. Therefore, Rk;paper ¼ 0:1 � 10�3

60 � 10�3 � 0:8 � 10�3 � 0:05
¼ 42

K�W�1, Rk;PLA;horizontal ¼ 0:12 � 10�3

60 � 10�3 � 0:8 � 10�3 � 0:13
¼ 19 K�W�1, and

Rk;PLA;vertical ¼ 0:8 � 10�3

60 � 10�3 � 0:12 � 10�3 � 0:13
¼ 855 K�W�1.

For the surface-convection heat transfer, assuming ther-
mobuoyant flow, we have [65]

Rku ¼ Lku
AkukfNu

Nulaminar ¼ 2:8

ln 1 þ 2:8
n1Ra1=4

� � ; where

n1 ¼ 4
3

0:503

1 þ 0:492
Pr

� �9=16
" #4=9

Ra ¼ gbf ðT f ;1 � TsÞL3ku
mfkf

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

ð39Þ

where mf is the far-field fluid kinematic viscosity, kf is the fluid ther-
mal diffusivity, g is the gravitational acceleration constant, bf is the
fluid volumetric thermal expansion coefficient, T f;1 is the far field
Fig. 6. Simplified thermal model of the case study. (a) Physical model; (b) thermal circu
Ak,horizontal: horizontal conduction area; Aku: surface-convection area; Lku: surface-convec
temperature; Rk: conduction thermal resistance; Rku: surface-convection thermal resista
fluid temperature, Ts is the solid surface temperature, Lku is the
surface-convection characteristic length identified in Fig. 6(a), Ra
is the Rayleigh number, Pr is the Prandtl number, Nu is the Nusselt
number, kf is the fluid thermal conductivity, and Aku is the surface-
convection area identified in Fig. 6(a). Air properties are obtained at

an average fluid temperature of T f ¼ Tf;1 ¼ 90 �Cð Þ þ Ts ¼ 20 �Cð Þ
2 ¼ 330 K

from Ref. [65], and thus mf ¼ 18:37 � 10�6 m2�s�1,
kf ¼ 26:59 � 10�6 m2�s�1, Pr ¼ 0:69, kf ¼ 0:0287 W�m�1�K�1,
and bf ¼ 0:003 K�1. In addition, g ¼ 9:81 m�s�2,
Lku ¼ 0:8 � 10�3 m, and Aku ¼ 48 � 10�6 m2. It should be noted
that a thermobuoyant flow between the horizontal heating plate
and the air on top of it can be considered as well. However, without
modeling the heat transfer between the heating plate and the air on
top of it, we assume that after some time, the air on top of the heat-
ing plate has almost the same temperature as that of the heating
plate.

By using these values, we obtain Ra ¼ 2;
which is less than 109, and thus the flow is laminar [65]. Therefore,
we use the Nusselt number formula related to laminar flow as
given in Eq. (39). Furthermore, n1 ¼ 0:5. Consequently,
Nu ¼ 1:6 and Rku ¼ 363 K�W�1. Therefore, R1�2 ¼ 160 K�W�1

and finally, sII � 1:6 s. We also model a case in which the
composite strip is heated horizontally (rather than from the lateral
side) so that the paper layer is between the heating plate and PLA
layer. For this case, based on the physics of the new situation, we
ignore the surface-convection heat transfer, but we consider the
contact thermal resistance. A similar value of sII is obtained.
Nevertheless, the first modeling is appropriate because the
composite strip is heated from its lateral side in the experiment
in Ref. [37] related to the bending angle measurement.
it model. g: gravitational acceleration constant; Ak,vertical: vertical conduction area;
tion characteristic length; uf;1: far-field fluid velocity; TH: high temperature; TL: low
nce; Q: transferred heat.
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It should be noted that the simplified thermal model shown in
Fig. 6 is not unique and can be somewhat different depending on
the type and level of simplifying assumptions.

To find sI, the following discussion is first required. PLA is a
typical viscoelastic polymer. For this type of material, the time

constant can be simply approximated by s ¼ E
0

E
0 0

1
2pf [70], where

E
0 0
is the loss modulus, E

0
(equivalent to E) is the storage (Young’s)

modulus, and f is the frequency in the dynamic mechanical ana-
lyzer (DMA) test. In a typical single-material SMP, to enable the
SME, the required force (of the thermomechanical cycle) is applied
externally. However, in a multi-material structure having active
and passive elements, the force is generated internally between
the active and passive materials. In this bilayer, we can assume
that the passive layer (paper membrane) acts as a mechanism that
applies the required force to the active layer (PLA). Therefore, the

previous equation (s ¼ E
0

E
0 0

1
2pf) used for a single-material SMP can

be used for the PLA in the PLA/paper bilayer in this example. Thus,

sI of the general formula can be approximated by s ¼ E
0

E
0 0

1
2pf in this

example. In this equation, we need the ratio of storage and loss
moduli. Instead of using data from the literature that are related
to molded and annealed PLA, we measure them for printed PLA.
Because after the first cycle of shape shifting, a 4D-printed struc-
ture would be a treated (rather than fresh) printed structure, we
go further and measure the storage and loss moduli of a treated
printed PLA that has already completed the first shape-morphing
cycle. The test conditions and results are illustrated in Fig. 7. To cal-
culate the ratio between the storage and loss moduli, we consider

the initial conditions; therefore, E
0

E
0 0 � 2:3 � 109 Pa

0:25 � 108 Pa
� 92. The value

of f in the DMA test is 1 Hz, and thus sI � 14:6 s. It should be
noted that in a more accurate approach, sI can be obtained by
sI ¼ ginterface=Eeffective, where ginterface is the viscosity induced at
Fig. 7. DMA test. (a) DMA machine (RSA3, TA Instruments, USA); (b)
the interface of the active and passive materials, and Eeffective is
the effective Young’s modulus of the active and passive layers.

To find HI, we note that for a viscoelastic material with an elas-
tic modulus of E under stress of r0, we can approximate HI as
r0=E [70,75]. Now, for the viscoelastic behavior at the interface
of the active and passive materials, this quantity should be
adjusted to HI ¼ r0=Eeffective, where Eeffective depends on the E of
active and passive materials, and r0 is the mismatch-driven stress
generated at the interface. Here, for PLA printed on paper, HI,
which has the nature of strain as stated in the derivation of the
third law, can be obtained by analyzing the strain–time curve of
PLA printed on the paper membrane as measured by Zhang et al.
[37]. They also measured the strain–time curve of PLA printed on
a different material rather than paper [91]. In the strain–time curve
presented in Ref. [37], when time tended to large numbers, the
strain was approximately 0.01. This value (related to PLA) should
be adjusted for the interface as follows. The stress generated at
the interface can be obtained as r0 ¼ 0:01 � EPLA ¼
0:01 � 2:3 � 109 Pa ¼ 0:023 � 109 Pa. In addition, considering
the series and parallel rules for E of the active and passive layers,
we obtain Eeffective ¼ EPLA þ Epaper, where Epaper ¼ 5 � 109 Pa

[37]. Therefore, HI ¼ r0
Eeffective

¼ 0:023 � 109 Pa
2:3 � 109 þ 5 � 109 Pa

� 3 � 10�3.

The values of all the parameters in our bi-exponential equation
are now set (Table 2).

To convert the values of curvature to angle (bending angle), we
have the following conversion factor: Angle ¼
360
2p L � 1

r

� � ¼ 360
2p Lj ) Angle ¼ 3:4 � Curvature. The generated

behavior is seen in Fig. 8 [37] and is in good agreement with the
experimental data. It is also observed that both exponential terms
in the bi-exponential formula are needed to capture the correct
behavior, and each of them is responsible to tune one end of the
whole behavior.
test conditions; (c) storage (elastic) modulus; (d) loss modulus.



Table 2
Values of the parameters of our bi-exponential formula for a bilayer of PLA/paper
composite.

Parameter Value

E1(Pa) 5 � 109

E2(Pa) 2:3 � 109

a1(mm) 0:1
a2(mm) 0:12
I1(mm4) 6:67 � 10�5

I2(mm4) 1:15 � 10�4

h 0:22
HI 3 � 10�3

HII 0:028
sI (s) 14.6
sII (s) 1:6

The subscript number 1 indicates the passive layer (paper membrane) and number
2 indicates the active layer (PLA).
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We presented three laws. Laws are different from theories. Law
is the starting point and reveals something that exists. By further
analysis, laws can lead to theories. Theories are usually more com-
plicated expressions. A step-by-step example analyzed here can
provide a basis for future theories in 4D printing. These laws cap-
ture and show the big picture. Currently, different approaches may
exist to find sI; sII, HI, and HII in a specific case, but the final
bi-exponential equation in terms of sI; sII, HI, and HII would be
the same (Fig. 9). Future theories can examine more details of
sI; sII , HI, and HII to find some general models for each of them.
2.4. Remarks

We provide the following remarks for further insights, analyses,
and clarifications.

Remark 1. True time-dependent behavior of 4D-printed
multi-material structures. Our results show that two time con-
stants generally govern the time-dependent shape-morphing
behaviors of multi-material 4D structures. However, in some cases,
the two time constants (sI and sII) may be approximately equal,
and the time-dependent behavior can be modeled by a mono-
exponential equation. In some cases, the resistive (viscosity) effect
at the interface of the active and passive materials (reflected in sI)
is negligible, and the first exponential term vanishes. In some other
cases, the second exponential term may vanish. In addition, some-
Fig. 8. Comparison of theory and practice (experimental data from Ref. [37]) in the
case study.
times the two time constants are large, and the proposed
bi-exponential formula tends to a linear model. In other words, if

sI and sII approach large values, then K I 1�e
�t
sI

	 

þK II 1�e

�t
sII

	 

�bt,

where b is a constant. This point can be realized by analyzing the
related graph or by using Taylor series. Thus, in linear cases, both
the proposed bi-exponential and Timoshenko bimetal models
work.

Remark 2. Final shape versus instantaneous shape. We found
that the Timoshenko bimetal model [47] as well as the mono-
exponential function cannot capture the correct time-dependent
(instantaneous) behavior. However, when the final shape (maxi-
mum curvature) is achieved (t approaches large values), both the
Timoshenko bimetal model [47] and our formula in Eq. (20) would
be

jfinal / 1
h
2 þ 2 E1 I1 þ E2 I2ð Þ

h
1

E1a1
þ 1

E2a2

	 
 ð40Þ

Two points should be discussed in this regard. First, the afore-
mentioned outcome implies that both the Timoshenko bimetal
model and our formula provide similar analyses for time-indepen-
dent behaviors, such as the effect of thickness on curvature. Sec-
ond, some previous experimental studies reported a decrease in
maximum (final) curvature with an increase in layer thickness,
whereas some others reported an increase in maximum (final) cur-
vature with an increase in layer thickness. We examine this point
further by an analytical study such as follows. Eq. (40) depends on
two quantities, namely, Young’s moduli Eið Þ and layer thicknesses
aið Þ, as h and Ii are functions of layer thicknesses
(h ¼ a1 þ a2; Ii ¼ 1

12 ai
3; based on the basic assumptions of the

Timoshenko bimetal model [47], the width of the strip is assumed
to be small and specifically is taken as unity, as seen in Fig. 2).
Therefore, we have

jfinal / 1
a1 þ a2

2 þ 2
a1 þ a2

E1
12 a1

3 þ E2
12 a2

3
� �

1
E1a1

þ 1
E2a2

	 
 ð41Þ

By analyzing Eq. (41), we find that the curvature first increases
and then decreases with an increase in a1. Because Eq. (41) is sym-
metric in terms of a1 and a2, the curvature exhibits a similar trend
with respect to a2. The region in which the increase or decrease of
the curvature occurs depends on the relative values of a1 and a2 as
well as E1 and E2. In this article, we generate some possible
scenarios as shown in Fig. 10. Because of the symmetry of
Eq. (41), the same results as Figs. 10(a) and (b) are valid if we swap
a1 and a2 in these two plots. A similar result to the scenario shown
in Fig. 10(c) was proposed by Timoshenko [47].

Remark 3. Shape-morphing speed. The shape-morphing speed
is crucial in nearly any application performing dynamic intelligent
behavior over time, and becomes critical in some applications such
as autonomous deployment in space missions, drug delivery sys-
tems, and detection devices. Through derivatives of Eqs. (20) and
(37), the magnitude of the shape-morphing speed for both on
and off regions would be

shape � shifting speedð Þon ¼ shape � shifting speedð Þoff ¼

djðtÞ
dt

¼
HI
sI

e
�t
sI

	 

þ HII

sII
e

�t
sII

	 

h
2 þ 2 E1 I1 þ E2 I2ð Þ

h
1

E1a1
þ 1

E2a2

	 

¼ K I

sI
e

�t
sI

	 

þ K II

sII
e

�t
sII

	 
 ð42Þ

As seen in Eq. (42), the shape-morphing speed is time-
dependent with the specific format shown. However, the



Fig. 9. Road map of parameters. The four physical categories as well as each specific case in each category will require different approaches to obtain HI , sI , HII , and sII .
Therefore, different primary parameters will appear on the road toward the final general bi-exponential equation.

Fig. 10. Depending on the relative values of a1, a2, E1, and E2 ðEq: ð41ÞÞ, the relationship between curvature and layer thicknesses would be different (it can be decreasing,
increasing, or a mixed behavior). (a) The relationship between curvature and thicknesses, when E1 	 E2 and a1 > a2 or a1 < a2; (b) the relationship between curvature and
thicknesses, when E1 
 E2 and a1 > a2 or a1 < a2; (c) the relationship between curvature and thicknesses, when E1 < or ¼ or > E2 and a1 ¼ a2.
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Timoshenko bimetal model [47] gives a constant shape-morphing
speed over time.

Based on Eq. (42), for a large amount of time (i.e., when the
maximum curvature (final shape) is going to be achieved), the
shape-morphing speed tends to zero for both the on and off
regions. This point can also be captured from Fig. 4, where both
the on and off regions become flat (constant) for t approaching
large values, and the derivative of a constant function is zero.

Remark 4. Stimulus power. Here, we analyze the effect of stim-
ulus power on the time-dependent behavior. By the expression
‘‘stimulus power,”wemean light intensity, temperaturemagnitude,
pH value, moisture content, enzyme concentration, current
magnitude, solvent concentration, and so on. By analyzing the
various parameters of Eq. (20) and considering the concepts
associatedwith the second and third laws, we find that the stimulus
power will affect three parameters, HI, HII , and sII. Therefore,
the time-dependent behaviors related to two stimulus powers
would be

j 1ð Þ tð Þ ¼
HI

1ð Þ 1 � e
�t
sI

	 

þ HII

1ð Þ 1� e
�t

sII
1ð Þ

	 

h
2 þ

2 E1 I1 þ E2 I2ð Þ
h

1
E1a1

þ 1
E2a2

	 
 ¼ K I
1ð Þ 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

þ K II

1ð Þ 1 � e
�t

sII
1ð Þ

� �

j 2ð Þ tð Þ ¼
HI

2ð Þ 1 � e
�t
sI

	 

þ HII

2ð Þ 1� e
�t

sII
2ð Þ

	 

h
2 þ

2 E1 I1 þ E2 I2ð Þ
h

1
E1a1

þ 1
E2a2

	 
 ¼ K I
2ð Þ 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

þ K II

2ð Þ 1 � e
�t

sII
2ð Þ

� �

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

ð43Þ
To illustrate the effect of stimulus power on time-dependent
behaviors, we consider five stimulus powers. The related formulas
would be

j 1ð Þ tð Þ ¼ K I
1ð Þ 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

þ K II

1ð Þ 1 � e
�t

sII
1ð Þ

� �

j 2ð Þ tð Þ ¼ K I
2ð Þ 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

þ K II

2ð Þ 1 � e
�t

sII
2ð Þ

� �

j 3ð Þ tð Þ ¼ K I
3ð Þ 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

þ K II

3ð Þ 1 � e
�t

sII
3ð Þ

� �

j 4ð Þ tð Þ ¼ K I
4ð Þ 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

þ K II

4ð Þ 1 � e
�t

sII
4ð Þ

� �

j 5ð Þ tð Þ ¼ K I
5ð Þ 1 � e

�t
sI

	 

þ K II

5ð Þ 1 � e
�t

sII
5ð Þ

� �

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð44Þ

The general graph would be similar to Fig. 11(a). The general
trend observed in Fig. 11(a) is consistent with the experimental
data found in Refs. [82,83,92,93].

Some applications might exist in which a faster response with-
out any change in the final (maximum) shape, unlike that shown in
Fig. 11(a), is desirable. To this end, a smaller time constant sð Þwith
the same coefficient Kð Þ is required. For five scenarios, the related
formulas would be



Fig. 11. (a) General effect of stimulus power (e.g., light intensity, pH value, and temperature magnitude) on the time-dependent behavior. This plot is based on Eq. (44);
(b) tuning the response speed without changing the final shape (maximum curvature). This plot is based on Eq. (45).
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j 1ð Þ tð Þ ¼ K I 1 � e
�t
sI

	 

þ K II 1 � e

�t
sII

1ð Þ
� �

j 2ð Þ tð Þ ¼ K I 1 � e
�t
sI

	 

þ K II 1 � e

�t
sII

2ð Þ
� �

j 3ð Þ tð Þ ¼ K I 1 � e
�t
sI

	 

þ K II 1 � e

�t
sII

3ð Þ
� �

j 4ð Þ tð Þ ¼ K I 1 � e
�t
sI

	 

þ K II 1 � e

�t
sII

4ð Þ
� �

j 5ð Þ tð Þ ¼ K I 1 � e
�t
sI

	 

þ K II 1 � e

�t
sII

5ð Þ
� �

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

ð45Þ

The general graph would be similar to Fig. 11(b). To tune the
response speed without interfering with the final shape, separate
studies are needed. Carbon nanotubes [94] may be a possible solu-
tion, as they can be incorporated into stimuli-responsive materials
to tune their response speed [95].

Remark 5. Extension of the developed concepts to compli-
cated multi-material 4D structures. Based on the concepts devel-
oped in this study, the time-dependent behaviors of multi-material
4D structures can be analyzed, predicted, and tuned at nearly any
level of complexity. Let us consider one simple example exhibited
in Fig. 12. This case has four types of materials, two of which are
active materials. For the top two layers, we have exponential terms
type I and type II. Similarly, we can consider the middle two and
bottom two layers. When these terms are superposed, this multi-
material structure has three exponential terms of type I and three
exponential terms of type II; nevertheless, some of these exponen-
tial terms can be equal or negligible in a specific case, as discussed
in Remark 1. In addition, this case will have the same general graph
shown in Fig. 4, as its governing equation is a summation of expo-
nential terms. However, the slope of its graph at a similar point
would be different from that of the bi-exponential model.

To realize complicated 4D structures, in addition to the multi-
material (rather than two-material) structures previously dis-
cussed, two additional important points should be considered.
First, our model provides the time-dependent behavior of the cur-
vature, which is a fundamental building block of shape shifting in
multi-material structures. Other higher-level shape-morphing
quantities, such as curling, twisting, coiling, and their combina-
tions, originate from this quantity. Second, we discussed the
time-dependent behavior of the curvature in one direction (narrow
strip). For a plate having the same materials as those of the original
narrow strip, the curvature would be the same in any direction
(this point can be concluded by analyzing Ref. [47]), and can be
modeled by the same two exponential terms of the original (par-
ent) narrow strip developed in this article. For a plate that has dif-
ferent materials in different directions, the curvature would be
different in each direction. However, the same two types of time
constants and exponential terms proposed in this study can be
used to model the time-dependent curvature in a specific direction
accordingly. Future studies may incorporate the proposed two
time constants (and exponential terms) in extensions to plates
and so on.

It should also be noted that these concepts have been developed
for multi-material structures that do not necessarily need to be
multi-layer. In some cases (e.g., graded multi-materials with gradi-
ents), the boundary between active and passive layers may not be
as clear as those shown in Fig. 2. However, in these cases, eventu-
ally, the active and passive materials will have contact in some
regions, and the same concepts developed in this study will be use-
ful. In addition, multiple stimuli may also be used in some cases. In
those applications, the fundamental individual concepts developed
in this study can be useful as well. As one example, a recent study
[96] found the Timoshenko bimetal model useful for modeling
some parameters of electro–thermo–hygro reversible 4D
materials.

Remark 6. Other manufacturing processes. We distilled three
laws that govern the shape-morphing behaviors of nearly all the
4D multi-materials, whether fabricated by printing and so-called
4D-printed structures or produced by other manufacturing
processes.

Stimuli-responsive multi-materials can be produced by various
manufacturing processes. However, AM has some benefits. First,
the same reasons that motivate us to use AM for conventional (pas-
sive) materials will motive us to utilize AM for stimuli-responsive
(active) materials. In other words, 4D printing conserves the
general advantages of AM (such as material waste reduction,
elimination of molds, dies, and machining [97], and providing com-
plex geometries) that are not present in other manufacturing pro-
cesses. Second, printing helps us elaborate on the internal
structures of multi-materials precisely to enable various shape-
morphing behaviors. In other words, 4D printing enables encoding
local anisotropy [5] in multi-materials. In fact, before the introduc-
tion of 4D printing technology, researchers did not typically try to
find a specific printing path by mathematics to yield a predictable
and desired shape-morphing behavior after printing. 4D printing is
a new manufacturing paradigm that combines smart materials,
mathematics, and AM, as illustrated in Fig. 13 [6].

Remark 7. SME. As explained previously, SME is not an intrinsic
property [10]. The four shape-morphing mechanisms discussed,
quantified, and unified in the second law can occur with or without



Fig. 13. 4D printing process [6]. Readers can also see the differences between 3D and 4D printing processes shown in Ref. [6].

Fig. 12. 4D structure with more than two types of materials.
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an SME. These four shape-morphing mechanisms are the underly-
ing physical concepts for the relative expansion and subsequent
shape-morphing behavior in 4D structures.

For example, the ‘‘heat-responsive structure” shown in Fig. 5
illustrates a typical SMP (i.e., a polymer with an SME) in a bilayer
with a passive material, and its shape-morphing behavior is
enabled by the relative thermal expansion of the active and passive
materials [36,37,91,98]. The desired shape during the recovery step
is induced by thermal expansion, and the SME determines (guides)
the route of the shape change [98]. In addition, the following anal-
yses on the SME can be useful for both single- and multi-material
structures.
Bonner et al. [99] indicated that some of the previous models
for SMPs are very complex and require many experiments to iden-
tify their parameters. This hinders the practical aspects of those
models. However, researchers in Refs. [91,99–101] reported that
the strain–time relationship of an SMP could be modeled by the
exponential formula e tð Þ ¼ C 1 � exp �t=sð Þ½ �. Next, let us con-
sider the following systematic discussion.

Usually two main approaches are used to model the behav-
iors of SMPs [102–109]. The first approach is thermo-
viscoelastic modeling; the second is based on the micromechan-
ics of the material and is usually called phase-transition model-
ing [102–109].
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According to the previous studies in the field of SMPs, in the
thermo-viscoelastic modeling approach, the macro-scale strain of
the SMPs has two parts: mechanical strain eM and thermal strain
eT (e ¼ eM þ eT) [102–114]. The mechanical strain, regardless of
whether it is modeled by one branch or multiple branches (for
multiple relaxations), is directly related to stress. The thermal
strain, which is related to thermal expansion is enabled by the
temperature change. During the recovery process of an SMP, the
stress is zero (r ¼ 0) [10,115,116] (obviously, this is not a case
of constrained recovery, in which the strain is kept constant. Here,
a shape-shifting behavior is desired and thus the strain changes.
Therefore, the other case, which is free recovery is of interest). In
addition, the stress at the beginning of the recovery step is zero
[10,115]. Now, consider that in the characterization studies of
polymers, a creep test is used in which a constant stress r0 is
applied at time t0 and removed at time t1. Immediately after t1, a
recovery of strain occurs. This shape-morphing behavior can be
modeled by the Kelvin–Voigt equation as
e tð Þ ¼ r0

E 1 � e�t=s
� � ¼ C 1 � e�t=s

 �
(for the stimulus-on

region, for instance). This behavior and its physics are consistent
with the discussions and formulations in the molecular transfor-
mation category of the second law. However, in the thermo-
mechanical cycle of the SMPs, the so-called recovery process is
different from the recovery in a creep test of a polymer. After the
programming step in the thermomechanical cycle of an SMP, we
obtain a structure that has a specific shape and can maintain its
shape for as long as necessary. Its external stress has already been
removed and the structure is static for a finite time (in contrast to
the recovery of the creep test). In addition, this structure has a
residual strain (embedded during the programming step), as also
mentioned by Zhang et al. [37,91]. However, it has its own proper-
ties, such as a CTE. When we apply heat to this structure during the
recovery step, it will expand with its own CTE through the thermal
strain. Interestingly, Zhang et al. [37] considered a similar concept
implicitly. They defined an equivalent CTE, namely, aeff , and
assumed that the strain of the SMP ep, after the programming step
and during the recovery step was equal to its thermal strain
through the equivalent CTE aeff (i.e., epðt0 Þ ¼ aeff

_Tt
0
, where _T was

the heating rate). Therefore, the strain of the SMP during the (free)
recovery step in the thermomechanical cycle can be modeled by its
thermal strain and there is no (need for) mechanical strain (regard-
less of whether it is modeled by one or multiple branches). The
thermal strain has already been quantified over time in the second
category of the second law and has the exponential formula

ethermal tð Þ ¼ C2 1 � exp � t
s2

	 
h i
. We should also add that for the

multi-material case, the mismatch-driven mechanical stress
(force) will be reflected in its related exponential term.

Readers are encouraged to read Ref. [116] for a better under-
standing of the thermal (and mechanical) strain and stress. For
example, Lagace [116] mentioned that the term ‘‘thermal stress”
is a misnomer, as it is actually ‘‘stress due to thermal effects.”
Stresses are always ‘‘mechanical” [116].

Also useful is a discussion of the other modeling approach—the
phase-transition modeling that is based on micromechanics
modeling of the material (as mentioned by Diani et al. [102]).
One of the main studies on this approach was conducted by Liu
et al. [117] to model the evolution of microstructures in SMPs
[76]. In addition, note that Hu et al. [76] considered the work of
Liu et al. [117] as meso-scale modeling of SMPs. For small strains,
Liu et al. [117] introduced an internal state variable called storage
strain (stored strain) (es), which is a ‘‘history” variable, to model
phase changes. Some researchers analyzed the work of Liu et al.
[117] and obtained an analytical equation for the storage strain.
In their equation, the storage strain is directly proportional to
stress (es / r) [118,119]. Thus, according to their analytical
model, if stress is zero in a process, es would be expected also to
be zero in that process. In addition, some other researchers such
as Qi et al. [120] proposed a means of phase-transition modeling
with no need to define a storage strain (stored strain).

Based on the aforementioned analyses, we did not consider SME
as a specific category of fundamental physical concepts in the
second law.

Remark 8. Applicability of the results of this study to single-
material 4D structures. In the introduction, we discussed single-
material versus multi-material structures in 4D printing and thus
aimed at multi-material (active–passive) structures. However,
our results can also be applied to single (active) materials. The first
and second laws for single-material 4D structures would be similar
to those for multi-materials because the shape-morphing behavior
of nearly all smart materials is due to the expansion or contraction
in the material. This expansion falls into one of the aforementioned
four categories. This point is clear for most groups of smart mate-
rials and stimuli. Only for SMPs is further discussion needed. The
key mechanism of the SME is the temperature-dependent mobility
in SMPs [109]. In the previous remark concerning the SME, we
clarified that the shape-morphing behavior of SMPs upon stimulus
during recovery is (or can be) identified by the thermal strain eT,
which is related to thermal expansion (one of the four categories
of the second law). It should be remembered that the unified equa-
tions of the second law are all based on ‘‘strain.” It might be inter-
esting to note that when polymer chains are programmed
mechanically, a molecular transformation (chain orientation in a
specific direction) will occur as explained and quantified in the
molecular transformation category of the second law. However,
the most important part of the shape memory behavior is the
recovery step [107], as the shape shifting is obtained through this
step [12]. The second law is mainly concerned with single-material
4D structures because the passive element in a multi-material 4D
structure is not responsive (in general). Otherwise, it would be
stimuli-responsive (active) rather than passive. Nevertheless, we
used the word ‘‘relative.” Finally, the third law is a transition from
single (active) materials to multi (active–passive) materials. In
addition, some of the results from and discussion about the third
law can also be useful for single-material 4D structures. As one
example, the general graph of Fig. 4 can also be used for single-
material SMPs. A single-material SMP can have a curvature
depending on the direction in which it has been programmed. It
also does not possess the exponential term related to the mismatch
effect between active and passive elements. For a mono-
exponential equation, the general trend of on and off regions
would be similar to that of a bi-exponential equation. However,
the slope of its graph at a similar point would be different from
that of the bi-exponential model.

In addition to the previous note, from one perspective we can
say that for single-material 4D structures, we mainly need the first
and second laws, and for multi-material 4D structures, we need all
the three laws.

Remark 9. Scope and exceptions. Throughout this work, we
did not make any specific assumption regarding the types of mate-
rials, stimuli, and length scales (macro, meso, etc.) for which these
three laws are valid.

However, two points should be made about the scope of this
study. First, these three laws are about shape-morphing behaviors
that are currently the focus of studies in the 4D printing field. In
addition, as we mentioned in the introduction, following the TED
conference [1], the first embodiment of 4D printing has been enti-
tled ‘‘4D printing: multi-material shape change” [2]. Note the word
‘‘shape” in the title of the work done by Tibbits [2]. This word has
been used to introduce 4D printing. The evolutions of other
properties such as color or thermal resistance have not been
discussed in our study. Nevertheless, the shape-morphing behavior
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can alter other properties or functionalities in the desired manner.
As an example, the researchers in Refs. [121,122] demonstrated
smart patterned surfaces that can alter their geometries in a man-
ner that leads to changes in their effective emissivity. This results
in control of the satellite temperature without using conventional
controllers and energy supplies. Second, in simple linear expan-
sion/contraction shape-morphing behaviors, no curvature exists,
where these behaviors may be considered as zero-curvature shape
shifting for which the radius of curvature is infinity.

In science and engineering, laws are flexible and can have
exceptions. We have reviewed a few hundred published works,
including those on stimuli-responsive structures fabricated by
printing or produced by other manufacturing processes. However,
we could not find any exception (i.e., counter-example) to our
laws. Nevertheless, we used the expression ‘‘nearly all” in the three
laws for possible exceptions in the future. As a side note, we should
mention that our results are general and target the fourth
dimension.

Some existing works at first glance may seem to present
counter-examples to these three laws. However, based on an
in-depth analysis and with their fundamental physics considered,
their compliance with these three laws will be understood. For
example, the built-in (direct) 4D printing proposed by some
researchers [123,124] has the same ‘‘underlying physics” of con-
ventional SMPs. As we noted earlier, to enable the SME of SMPs,
a mechanical force is required in addition to heat (the thermome-
chanical (thermo + mechanics) cycles of SMPs indicate this point as
well). In the built-in (direct) SME [123,124], this mechanical force
(used for programming) is provided during the printing (i.e., the
printing and programming steps are integrated). A similar concept
was discussed in the introduction and has also been mentioned in
other studies [34,37]. The underlying physics of the shape-
morphing behavior of these examples is the same as the ‘‘heat-
responsive structure” shown in Fig. 5 and discussed in Remark 7.

Sometimes, a formula is derived (and validated). However, it is
valid and applicable only for a specific range of cases. The bi-
exponential formula derived and validated in this article is a uni-
versal governing equation that can model and predict the fourth
dimension of nearly any 4D structure. In our study, this generality
was possible because we underpinned its bases comprehensively.
We used the word ‘‘law” in this article because our results are
general and are also required for understanding, modeling, and
predicting the fourth dimension of 4D-printed structures.

Remark 10. Future works. By itself, 3D printing is considered a
multi-disciplinary field. Thus, more research areas will be involved
in the 4D printing field. This diversity can increase the strength of
4D printing.

Future studies can consider several topics. One main topic is the
compatibility of materials in multi-material structures. The mate-
rials should form a strong bond at their interface. Their bond
should also remain strong under stimuli. Other topics include mea-
surement and modeling of some of the parameters in the bi-
exponential formula, such as time constants. Some parameters
should be measured for active–passive materials, whereas models
(whether case-specific or general) can be developed for other ones.
Experimental studies can be conducted to find the exact values or
the ranges of parameters for categories of materials. Other topics
include software and hardware development and their integration.
Future 4D printing software should have some levels of prediction.
It can also provide the means of tuning the behavior over time.
Future 4D printing hardware development requires some control
strategies that can handle multi-material printing. Assume that
ten materials are going to be encoded in a single-piece structure
in various locations (voxels), with ten nozzles working simultane-
ously. Developing new smart materials with new applications is
also a main research area. The printability of smart materials is
the next topic. Many smart materials exist. However, they must
become printable. Tuning the response speed is also a major
topic. Still another topic is related to product development by 4D
printing. 4D printing is not just a concept; it is also a manufactur-
ing paradigm. Therefore, new products or applications that can
obtain unique features by 4D printing should be regularly
considered.

Remark 11. Closing. Fig. 14 presents a summary of the pro-
posed three laws.
3. Conclusions

We examined the fourth dimension of 4D structures and
revealed three general laws that govern the time-dependent
shape-morphing behaviors of nearly all 4D structures. The main
purpose of the first and second laws was to understand the
fourth dimension, and that of the second and third laws was
to model (and predict) the fourth dimension. Through a detailed
systematic qualitative and quantitative study, we derived and
validated a universal bi-exponential formula that governs the
fourth dimension. The results of this study can serve as general
design principles for the future. They can also be incorporated
into future software and hardware development in 4D
printing.

It should be noted that a pure experimental study may not be
able to generate a general conclusion concerning the relationship
between two quantities, as it may not cover all possible regions
of the relationship in various cases. Drawing a systematic conclu-
sion is the strength of an analytical study (validated by experimen-
tal data) as conducted here.

Recently, many exciting demonstrations of 4D printing have
been revealed that can hardly be achieved by other processes.
However, more collaborations between scientists and engineers
from various fields are needed to move from laboratory to fabrica-
tion and unveil the full potentials of 4D printing.

Historically, some topics are developed, enter research commu-
nities, and become popular; then, after a short period, they lose
their broad interest. However, it is expected that 4D printing will
remain attractive and useful for a long period because stimuli-
responsive materials have already demonstrated their promising
applications in various fields. 4D printing further helps us encode
and elaborate on the structures of stimuli-responsive multi-
materials by leveraging the strengths of AM (more specifically,
printing) and mathematics, which are the other main elements of
4D printing.
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